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2.0 Introduction
In this unit, you will learn about digital computers and its various
components. Input devices are used in order to transfer data to the memory
of the computer. The Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) is responsible for
calculations, to which this data from the memory is stored. You will learn
about the different input as well as output devices used. Input devices can
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be of various types such as keyboard, mouse, scanners, Webcams, touch
screen monitors, etc. It is significant for computers to connect with the
external world, i.e., receive and send data and information. An
electromechanical device that accepts data from the computer and translates
it into a form that can be understood by the external world is known as an
output device.

You will also learn about the storage dev ices—both primary and
secondary and their uses. Storage devices are of varied categories such as
hard disks, floppy disks, Compact Disks (CDs), etc.

In this unit, you will learn about number systems and binary codes. In
mathematics, a ‘number system’ is a set of numbers together with one or
more operations, such as addition or multiplication. You will learn about the
binary numeral system or base-2 number system that represents numeric
values using two symbols, 0 and 1
2.1 Unit Objectives

After going through this unit you will learn:
l Explain the various components of digital computers
l Explain the use of different input devices
l Describe various output devices with their uses
l Describe number systems

2.2  Block Diagram of a Computer
The size, shape, cost and performance of computers have changed over the
years. However, the basic logical structure remains the same (refer Figure
2.1). A computer system has three essential parts:

• Input device.
• CPU (consisting of the main memory, the arithmetic logic unit and the

control unit).
• Output device.

(Central Processing Unit)
Fig. 2.1  Schematic Representation of a Computer System
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In addition to these basic parts, computers also use secondary storage
devices (also called auxiliary storage or backing storage), used for storing data
and instructions on a long term basis.

Inputting, storing, processing, outputting and controlling are the basic
operations that help convert raw data into relevant information.
Basic Design  and Components of a Computer
Personal computers are microcomputers that are commonly used for
commercial data processing, Desktop Publishing (DTP), engineering
applications and so on. Figure 2.2 shows a personal computer.

Fig. 2.2  Personal Computer
A personal computer comprises a Hard Disk Drive (HDD), Random

Access Memory (RAM), processor, a keyboard, a Floppy Disk Drive (FDD), a
mouse, a CD drive, a colour monitor and Read Only Memory (ROM). The RAM,
ROM, microprocessor and other circuits are connected on the motherboard
2.3 Components of a Digital Computer
In order to transfer data to the memory of the computer input devices are
used. The Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) is responsible for calculations, to which
this data from the memory is stored. Once the calculations are done, the data
is transferred back to the memory. The memory is responsible for storing data,
according to which different functions are carried out. This memory is also
known as the main memory or the Immediate Access Store (IAS).

The control unit is responsible for controlling various computer
operations, which involves accepting instructions, interpreting and processing
of this information in the correct parts of the computer. It is the main function
of the control unit to make sure that the instructions are correctly followed
and all operations are done exactly according to the correct instructions at
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the correct time. This process leads to outcomes that are stored in memory.
Figure 2.3 displays a computer system.

Fig. 2.3  A Computer System
(i)  Motherboard
The main PCB (Printed Circuit Board) is sometimes alternatively known as a
logical board or a main board of a Personal Computer. In fact, any complex
electronic system is known as a motherboard. It includes a flat fibreglass
platform which hosts the CPU (Central Processing Unit), the main electronic
components, device controller chips, main memory slots, slots for attaching
the storage devices and other subsystems. Figure 2.4 displays a motherboard.

Fig. 2.4  A Motherboard
(ii) Sockets and Ports

Main Power Socket: The top part of the rear of the computer locates
the main power cable socket, which supplies power from the electric mains
to the computer system. This socket is the part of the main power supply
unit of the computer.
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• Monitor Power Socket: The socket that supplies the power from
the computer system to the computer monitor is located below the
main power cable socket. However, you might not find this socket
in all computers and you can plug in the monitor directly in main
power supply.

• PS/2 Mouse Port: Next you will find a small, round, green-colored
port with seven holes and a small logo of the mouse printed next
to it. This is where your PS/2 Mouse will be plugged in.

• PS/2 Keyboard Port: Right next to it you will find another similar
purple-colored port with the keyboard logo printed next to it. This
is where your PS/2 keyboard will be plugged in.

• Fan Housings: You will notice two fan housings at the back of your
computer. One fan housing is a part of the power supply unit and
the other will be somewhere below it to cool off the heat generated
by the CPU.

• Serial Ports: It is a 9-pin connector normally used to attach the old
serial port mouse, hand-held scanners, modems, joysticks, game
pads and other such devices.

• Parallel Port: It is a 25-pin connector used to attach parallel port
printers, modems, external hard disk drives, etc.

• Audio Jacks: There are three audio jacks in your computer system.
One jack is used for connecting your speakers or headphones, the
second is used to connect the microphone and the third to connect
to another audio device, such as a music system.

• LAN Port: The LAN port is where the RJ45 connector of your LAN
cable is plugged in to connect your computer to other computers
or the Internet.

• USB Ports: The USB port is designed to connect multiple peripheral
devices in a single standardized interface and has a plug and play
option that allows devices to be connected and disconnected without
having to restart or turning off the computer. It has replaced many
serial and parallel port devices such as mouse, printers, modems,
joysticks, game pads, scanners, digital cameras, and other such
devices.

• VGA Port: This is a 15-pin connector that connects the signal cable
of the monitor to the computer.
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Figure 2.5 displays monitor and CPU power cables and sockets.
Figure 2.6 displays a LAN cable and a printer cable and its socket.

Printer Cable and Socket
Fig. 2.6  LAN Cable and Printer Cable with Socket
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2.3.1 CPU
The primary function of the computer is to execute programs. The programs
or the set of instructions are stored in the computer’s main memory and are
executed by the CPU. The CPU processes the set of instructions along with
any calculations and comparisons to complete the task. Additionally, the CPU
controls and activates various other functions of the computer system. It also
activates the peripherals to perform input and output functions. Figure 2.7
displays major components of the CPU.

Fig. 2.7  Major Components of a CPU
2.3.2 Memory
Storage and retrieval of instructions and data in a computer system is the
responsibility of the memory. In order to store data and instructions, the CPU
constitutes many registers, though these are capable of storing very few bytes.
All computers need storage space for temporarily storing instruction and data
during the execution of the program as the CPU can process data at a speed
that is much faster than the speed at which data can be transferred from
disks to registers. This could lead to the CPU remaining free most of the time
if the data was located in secondary storage including magnetic tapes and
disks. The primary or the main memory is the temporary storage located in
the computer hardware. Secondary storage or auxiliary memory constitutes
devices that can give backup storage, such as magnetic tapes and disks. The
memory is classified as follows:

(i) Internal Processor Memory: A small set of high-speed registers
placed inside a processor and used for storing temporary data while
processing.

(ii) Primary Storage Memory: The main memory of the computer which
communicates directly with the processor. This memory is large in
size and fast, but not as fast as the internal memory of the processor.
It comprises a couple of integrated chips mounted on a printed
circuit board plugged directly on the motherboard. Random Access
Memory (RAM) is an example of primary storage memory.
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(iii) Secondary Storage Memory: This stores all the system software and
application programs and is basically used for data backups. It is
much larger in size and slower than primary storage memory. Hard
disk drives, floppy disk drives and flash drives are a few examples
of secondary storage memory.

(iv) Memory Capacity: Capacity, in computers, refers to the number
of bytes that it can store in its main memory. This is usually stated
in terms of Kilobytes (KB) which is 1024 bytes or Megabytes (MB)
which is equal to 1024 KB (10,48,576 bytes). The rapidly increasing
memory capacity of computer systems has resulted in defining the
capacity in terms of Gigabytes (GB) which is 1024 MB
(1,07,37,41,824 bytes). Thus a computer system having a memory
of 256 MB is capable of storing (256 × 1024 × 1024) 26,84,35,456
bytes or characters.

2.3.3 Processors Used in PCs
The most significant part of the computer is the central processing unit or
the CPU. The CPU is mostly a microprocessor-based chip located on a single
or sometimes a multiple printed circuit boards and is an internal component
of the system. It is directly connected to the motherboard; however, the
compatibility of the mother board and the CPU depends on the specific series
of the latter. Due to the tremendous amount of heat generated by the CPU,
it contains a heat sink and a cooling fan.

Popular microprocessors include Intel and AMD, which manufacture
IBM-compatible CPUs.

The brands of CPUs listed are not the only differentiating factors,
between different processors. There are various technical aspects to these
processors which allow us to differentiate between CPUs of different power,
speed and processing capability. Accordingly, each of these manufacturers
sells numerous product lines offering CPUs of different architecture, speed,
price range, etc. The following are the most common aspects of modern CPUs
that enable us to judge their quality or performance:

• 32 or 64-Bit Architecture: A bit is the smallest unit of data that a
computer processes. 32 or 64-bit architecture refers to the number of
bits that the CPU can process at a time.

• Clock Rate: The speed at which the CPU performs basic operations,
measured in Hertz (Hz) or in modern computers Megahertz – MHz or
Gigahertz – GHz.

• Number of Cores: CPUs with more than one core are essentially multiple
CPUs running in parallel to enable more than one operation to be
performed simultaneously. Current ranges of CPUs offer up to eight
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cores. Currently, the Dual core (i.e., two cores) CPU is most commonly
used for standard desktops and laptops and Quad core (i.e., four cores)
is popular for entry level servers.

• Additional Technology or Instruction Sets: These refer to unique
features that a particular CPU or range of CPUs offer to provide additional
processing power or reduced running temperature. These range from
Intel’s MMX, SSE3 and HT to AMD’s 3DNOW and Cool n Quiet.
These technical factors are the basic way to judge how a CPU will

perform. It is important to consider multiple factors when looking at a CPU
rather than just the clock speed or any one specification on its own. It is easy
for a single-core processor to run music videos, Internet applications or games
individually, but when multiple applications are run together, it starts to slow
down. A system running on a dual-core processor would be able to multitask
better than a single-core processor, while it is very easy for an 8-core
processor to run all these applications plus a lot more without showing any
signs of slowing down. However, Intel’s 4-core processors are actually two
dual-core processors combined in a single processor, whereas AMD’s 4-core
processors are actually four processors built in a single chip.

A combination of the above-mentioned specifications, along with the
operating systems that the processor supports and the specific purpose for
which the computer is to be used, are the factors to be considered when
deciding which CPU is the most suitable for your needs.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. Discuss different Components of a computer System?
2. Name at least three ports of the mother board along with their

functions.

2.4 Input Devices
It is significant for computers to connect with the external world, i.e., receive
and send data and information.

Computers have an input-output subsystem, referred to as I/O
subsystem, which provides an efficient mode of communication between the
central system and the outside world. Programs and data must be entered
into the computer memory for processing, and results obtained from
computations must be displayed or recorded for the user’s benefit. This data
must first be stored in the computer’s memory after converting it into
machine-readable form. The data will then be processed (average marks
calculated) and sent from the memory to the output unit, which will present
the data in a form that can be read by users.
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The I/O devices that provide a means of communication between the
computer and the outside world are known as peripheral devices. This is
because they surround the CPU and the memory of a computer system.
While input devices are used to enter data from the outside world into the
primary storage, output devices are used to provide the processed results from
primary storage to users.

Input devices are used to transfer user data and instructions to the
computer. The most commonly used input devices can be classified into the
following categories:

• Keyboard devices (general and special purpose, key-to-tape, key-to-disk,
key-to-diskette).

• Point-and-draw devices (mouse, trackball, joystick, light pen, touch
screen).

• Scanning devices (optical mark recognition, magnetic ink character
recognition, optical barcode reader, digitizer, electronic-card reader).

• Voice recognition devices.
• Vision-input devices (Webcam, video camera).

1.  Keyboard Devices
Keyboard devices allow input into the computer system by pressing a set of
keys mounted on a board, connected to the computer system. Keyboard
devices are typically classified as general-purpose keyboards and special-
purpose keyboards.
(i)  General-Purpose Keyboard
The most popular keyboard used today is the 101-key with a traditional
QWERTY layout, with an alphanumeric keypad, 12 function keys, a variety
of special function keys, numeric keypad, and dedicated cursor control keys.
It is so called because the arrangement of its alphanumeric keys in the upper-
left row (as seen in the Figure 2.8).

Fig. 2.8  QWERTY Keyboard Layout
• Alphanumeric Keypad: This contains keys for the English alphabets, 0

to 9 numbers, special characters like * + – / [ ], etc.
• 12 Function Keys: These are keys labelled F1, F2 ... F12 and are a set
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of user- programmable function keys. The actual function assigned to
a function key differs from one software package to another. These keys
are also called soft keys since their functionality can be defined by the
software.

• Special Function Keys: Special functions are assigned to each of these
keys. The enter key, for example, is used to send the keyed-in data into
the memory.

• Numeric Keypad: This consists of keys with numbers (0 to 9) and
mathematical operators (+ – * /) defined on them. It is usually located
on the right side of the keyboard and supports quick entry of numerical
data.

• Cursor Control Keys: They are defined by the arrow keys used to move
the cursor in the direction indicated by the arrow (top, down, left, right).
Another popular key arrangement, called Dvorak system, was designed

for easy learning and use. It was designed with the most common consonants
in one part and all the vowels on the other part of the middle row of the
keyboard. This key arrangement made the users use alternate keystrokes
back and forth between both the hands. This keyboard was never commonly
used.
(ii)  Special-Purpose Keyboard
These have special-purpose keyboards to enable faster data entry and can
be seen at the Automatic Teller Machines or the ATMs where the keyboard
is required for limited functionality (support for some financial transactions)
by the customers. These keyboards are specifically designed for special types
of applications only.
(iii)  Key-to-Tape, Key-to-Disk, Key-to-Diskette
Used for data entry only; these processor-based workstations normally have
a keyboard and a small monitor. The function of the processor is to check
the accuracy of the data when it is being entered.

The screen displays data as it is being entered. These facilities are very
useful and desirable during mass data entry and are therefore becoming very
popular in data processing centers.
2. Point-and-Draw Devices
The keyboard facilitates input of data only in text form. While working with
display-based packages, we usually point to a display area and select an
option from the screen (fundamentals of GUI applications). For such cases,
the sheer user-friendliness of input devices that can rapidly point to a
particular option displayed on screen and support its selection resulted in
the advent of various point-and-draw devices.
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(i)  Mouse
A mouse is a small input device used to move the cursor on a computer screen
to give instructions to the computer and to run programs and applications.
It can be used to select menu commands, move icons, size windows, start
programs, close windows, etc. Nowadays, the mouse is the most important
device in the functioning of a Graphical User Interface (GUI) of almost all
computer systems. Figure 2.9 displays an optical mouse.

Fig. 2.9  Optical Mouse
You can click a mouse button, i.e., press and release the left mouse button,
to select an item. You can right click, i.e., press and release the right mouse
button to display a list of commands. You can double click, i.e., quickly press
the left mouse button twice without any time gap between the press of the
buttons, to open a program or a document. You can also drag and drop, i.e.,
place the cursor over an item on the screen and then press and hold down
the left mouse button. Holding down the button, move the cursor to where
you want to place the item and then release the button.
(ii)  Touch Screen
A touch screen is probably one of the simplest and most intuitive of all input
devices. It uses optical sensors in or near the computer screen that can detect
the touch of a finger on the screen. Once the user touches a particular screen
position, sensors communicate the position to the computer. This is then
interpreted by the computer to understand the user’s choice for input. The
most common usage of touch screens is in information kiosks where users
can receive information at the touch of a screen. Figure 2.10 displays a touch
screen.

Fig. 2.10  A Touch Screen
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(iii)  Touch Pads
Input devices that are touch sensitive and take user input to manage onscreen
pointer and other functions are known as touch pads. The touch pad enables
the user to interact with the screen through the use of fingers that are
dragged across the pad in various positions. The touch pad is used in place
of the mouse which is an external peripheral device. Touch pads are usually
present in notebooks and laptops as they provide convenience and space.
Touch pads are touch as well as pressure sensitive and respond to finger drag
and tapping combinations. In addition to the normal functions of a mouse,
a user can also perform the scroll function by moving the finger at certain
points, (the top and bottom corners of the right side of the pad). Touch pads
are more convenient than a mouse as they put less pressure on the wrist
and hand. The functionality of a touch pad is not limited by the
manufacturer’s user interface. They can be user programmed to recognize a
combination of finger and tap moments to perform new actions as an input
device. Touch pads have shown steady growth in market demand and user
acceptability over all phases of their development cycles. Their growth is
further expected to continue in the same way as the demand for touch-
sensitive portable devices with more functionality and better appearance is
on the rise. Figure 2.11 displays a touch pad.

Fig. 2.11  A Touch Pad
(iv)  Light Pen
A light pen is a small input device used to select and display objects on a
screen. It functions with a light sensor and has a lens on the tip of a pen-
shaped device. The light receptor is activated by pointing the light pen towards
the display screen and it then locates the position of the pen with the help
of a scanning beam application to directly draw on screen. Figure 2.12 displays
a light pen.

Fig. 2.12  A Light Pen being used to Display Objects on Screen
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(v)  Trackball
A trackball is a pointing device that is much like an inverted mouse. It
consists of a ball inset in a small external box or adjacent to, and in the same
unit, as the keyboard of some portable computers. Figure 2.13 displays a
trackball.

Fig. 2.13  A Trackbal
It is more convenient and requires much less space than the mouse, since
here the whole device is not moved (as in the case of a mouse). Trackball
comes in various shapes but supports the same functionality. Typical shapes
used are a ball, a square and a button (typically seen in laptops).
(vi)  Joystick
A joystick is a vertical stick that moves the graphic cursor in the direction
the stick is moved. It consists of a spherical ball, which moves within a socket
and has a stick mounted on it. The user moves the ball with the help of the
stick that can be moved left or right, forward or backward, to move and
position the cursor in the desired location. Joysticks typically have a button
on top that is used to select the option pointed by the cursor. Figure 2.14
displays a joystick.

Fig. 2.14  A Joystick
Video games, training simulators and control panels of robots are some

common activities where joysticks are used.
3. Scanning Devices
Scanning devices are input devices used for direct data entry from the source
document into the computer system. With the help of the scanner you can
capture your images and documents and convert it into digital formats for
easy storage on your computer. The scanner comprises of two major
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components, the first component lights up the page in order to capture the
optical image and the second component converts that captured image into
a digital format for viewing and storing it on your computer system. Figure
2.15 displays a hand-held scanner.

Fig. 2.15  A Hand-held Scanner
There are two types of scanners, contact and laser. Both illuminate the

image first to calculate the reflected light and determine the value of the
captured image. Hand-held contact scanners make contact as they are
brushed over the printed matter to be read. Laser-based scanners are more
versatile and can read data passed near the scanning area. Figure 2.16
displays a flat-bed scanner.

Fig. 2.16  A Flat-bed Scanner
Hand-held scanners are used where the information to be scanned or the
volume of documents to be scanned is very low. They are much cheaper as
compared to the flat-bed scanners. Capturing information using scanners
reduces the possibility of human error typically seen during large data entry.
The reduction in human intervention improves the accuracy of data and
provides for timeliness of the information processed.

Source data automation is the recent development for data input
technologies. Source data automation does not require any manual data
entry; rather, it captures the data as a derivative of the routine business
activity.
(i)  Optical Mark Recognition (OMR)
The OMR devices can scan marks from a computer-readable paper. Such
devices are used by universities and institutes to mark test sheets where the
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candidate selects and marks the correct answer from multiple choices given
on a special sheet of paper. These marksheets are not required to be
evaluated manually as they are fed in the OMR and the data is then
transferred to the computer system for further evaluation. Figure 2.17 displays
an OMR sheet.

Fig. 2.17  Sheet Read by an OMR Device
The actual technique used by an OMR device once again involves

focussing a light on the page being scanned, thereby detecting the reflected
light pattern for the marks. Pencil marks made by the user reflect the light
determining which responses are marked.
(ii)  Magnetic Ink Character Recognition  (MICR)
Magnetic ink character recognition is like an optical mark recognition device
and is used only in the banking industry. MICR devices scan cheque numbers
directly from the cheque leaflets and then automatically feed them in the
computer systems for further use, doing the job quickly, accurately and
efficiently. Figure 2.18 displays magnetic ink characters on a bank cheque.

Fig. 2.18  A Bank Cheque using MICR Technology
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Banks using MICR technology print cheque books on special types of
paper. The necessary details of the bank (like the bank’s identification code,
relevant account number and cheque number) are pre-printed on the cheques
using an ink that contains iron oxide particles that can be magnetized.

MICR readers are used to read and sort cheques and deposits. An MICR
reader-sorter reads the data on the cheques and sorts the cheques for
distribution to other banks and customers or for further processing.
(iii)  Optical  Bar  Code  Reader  (OBR)
Data coded in the form of small vertical lines forms the basis of bar coding.
Alphanumeric data is represented using adjacent vertical lines called bar
codes. These are of varying widths and the spacing between them are used
to uniquely identify books, merchandise in stores, postal packages, etc. Figure
2.19 shows a bar code used on a book for its unique identification.

Fig. 2.19(a)  An Example of a Bar Code
A bar code reader uses laser beam technology. The laser beam is moved

across the pattern of bars in a bar code. These bars reflect the beam in
different ways. The reflected beam is then sensed by a light-sensitive detector,
which then converts the light patterns into electrical pulses, thereby
transmitting them to logic circuits for further conversion to alphanumeric
value. Bar code devices are available as hand-held devices.
(iv)  Digitizer
Digitizers are used to convert drawings or pictures and maps into a digital
format for storage into the computer. A digitizer consists of a digitizing or
graphics tablet, which is a pressure-sensitive tablet, and a pen with the same
X and Y coordinates as on the screen. Some digitizing tablets also use a
crosshair device instead of a pen. The movement of the pen or crosshair is
reproduced simultaneously on the display screen. When the pen is moved
on the tablet, the cursor on the computer screen moves simultaneously to
the corresponding position on the screen (X and Y coordinates). This allows
the user to draw sketches directly or input existing sketched drawings easily.
Digitizers are commonly used by architects and engineers as a tool for
Computer-Aided Designing (CAD). Figure 2.20 displays a digitizing tablet.
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Fig. 2.20  A Digitizing Tablet
(v)  Electronic-Card Reader
Card readers are devices that also allow direct data input into a computer
system. The electronic-card reader is connected to a computer system and
reads the data encoded on an electronic card and transfers it to the computer
system for further processing. Electronic cards are plastic cards with data
encoded on them and meant for a specific application. A popular example of
electronic cards are the plastic cards issued by banks to their customers for
use in ATMs. Electronic cards are also used by many organizations for
controlling access of various types of employees to physically secured areas.
Figure 2.21 displays an access card security system.

Fig. 2.21  An Access Card Security System
Based how the data is encoded, electronic cards may be either magnetic

strip cards or smart cards. Magnetic strip cards have a magnetic strip on the
back of the card. Data stored on magnetic strips cannot be read with the
naked eye, a useful way to maintain confidential data. Smart cards, going a
stage further, have a built-in microprocessor chip where data can be
permanently stored. They also possess some processing capability making
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them suitable for a variety of applications. To gain access, for example, an
employee inserts a card or badge in the reader. This device reads and checks
the authorization code before permitting the individual to enter a secured
area. Since smart cards can hold more information as compared to magnetic
strip cards, they are gaining popularity.
4.  Voice  Recognition  Devices
Voice recognition devices consist of a microphone attached to the computer
system. A user speaks into the microphone to input data. The spoken words
are then converted into electrical signals (this is in the analog form). A digital-
to-analog converter then converts the analog form to digital form (0s and 1s)
that can be interpreted by the computer. The digitized version is then matched
with the existing pre-created dictionary to perform the necessary action.
Voice recognition devices have limited usage today because they have several
problems. Not only do they require the ability to recognize who is speaking,
but also what is being said (the message). This difficulty arises primarily
because people speak with different accents and different tones and pitches.
The computer requires a large vocabulary to be able to interpret what is being
said. Thus, voice recognition systems are successful in a limited domain.
5. Vision-Input Devices
Vision input devices allow data input in the form of images. It mostly consists
of a digital camera, which focuses on the object whose picture is to be taken.
The camera creates the image of the object in digital format, which can then
be stored within the computer.

The speech recognition system digitizes the voice input and this system
similarly compares the digitized images to be interpreted to the pre-recorded
digitized images of the database of your computer system. After finding the
right match, it sends it for further processing or pre-defined action.
(i)  Web Camera
A Web camera is a video capturing device attached to the computer system,
mostly using a USB port used for video conferencing, video security, as a
control input device. Figure 2.22 displays a Web camera.

Fig. 2.22  A Web Camera
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CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
3. Discuss any four input device?
4. What are scanning devices?

2.5 Output Devices
An electromechanical device that accepts data from the computer and
translates it into a form that can be understood by the external world is
known as an output device. The processed data, stored in the memory of the
computer, is sent to an output unit, which then transforms the internal
representation of data into a form that can be read by the users.

Normally, the output is produced on a display unit like a computer
monitor or can be printed through a printer on paper. At times, speech
outputs and mechanical outputs are also used for some specific applications.

Output produced on display units or speech output that cannot be
touched is referred to as softcopy output while output produced on paper or
material that can be touched is known as hardcopy output. A wide range of
output devices are available today and can be broadly classified as follows:

• Display devices (monitors, multimedia projectors)
• Speakers
• Printers (dot matrix, inkjet, laser)
• Plotters (flatbed, drum)

1. Display  Devices
A display device is the most essential peripheral of a computer system.
Initially, alphanumeric display terminals were used that formed a 7×5 or 9×7
array of dots to display text characters only. As a result of the increasing
demand and use of graphics and GUIs, graphic display units were introduced.
These graphic display units are based on series of dots known as pixels used
to display images. Every single dot displayed on the screen can be addressed
uniquely and directly.

Since each dot can be addressed as a separate unit, it provides greater
flexibility for drawing pictures. Display screen technology may be of the
following categories:

(i) Cathode Ray Tube (CRT): The CRT consist of an electron gun with an
electron beam controlled with electromagnetic fields and a phosphate-
coated glass display screen structured into a grid of small dots known
as pixels. The image is created with the electron beam produced by the
electron gun, which is thrown on the phosphor coat displayed by the
electromagnetic field.

(ii) Liquid Crystal Display (LCD): Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) was first
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introduced in the 1970s in digital clocks and watches, and is now widely
being used in computer display units. The Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) was
replaced with the Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) making it slimmer and
more compact. However, the image quality and the image color capability
got comparatively poorer.
The main advantage of LCD is its low energy consumption. It finds its

most common usage in portable devices where size and energy consumption
are of main importance.

(i) Projection Display: Projection display technology is characterized by
replacing the personal size screen with large screens upon which the
images are projected. It is attached to the computer system and the
magnified display of the computer system is projected on a large screen.

(ii) Monitors: Monitors use a Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) to display
information. It resembles a television screen and is similar to it in other
respects as displayed in Figure 2.23.
The monitor is connected to a keyboard for manual input of characters.

The screen displays information as it is keyed in, enabling a visual check of
the input before it is transferred to the computer. It is also used to display
the output from the computer and hence serves as both an input and an
output device.

Fig. 2.23  A CRT Monitor
The monitor is the most commonly used input/output device today and

is also known as a soft copy terminal. A printing device is usually required
to provide a hard copy of the output.
2. Multimedia Projectors
A multimedia projector is an output device which is used to project
information from the computer onto a large screen so that it can be viewed
by a large group of people. Prior to this, the standard mode of making
presentations was to make transparencies and project them using an
overhead projector. This was a tedious and time-consuming activity, since for
every change in the subject matter a new transparency had to be prepared.
And of course, since electronic cut, copy and paste was not possible, this
meant additional work.
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A multimedia projector can directly be plugged into a computer system
and the information projected on a large screen thereby making it possible
to present information to a large audience. The presenter can also use a
pointer to emphasize specific areas of interest in the presentation.

LCD flat screens connected to the computer systems for projecting the
LCD image using an overhead multimedia projector are widely used today.
Speakers
Speakers are used to produce music or speech from programs, a speaker port
(a port is a connector in your computer wherein you can connect an external
device) allows connection of a speaker to a computer. Speakers can be built
into the computer or can be attached separately. Figure 2.24 displays
speakers.

Fig. 2.24  Speakers
3. Printers
Printers are used for generating output printed on paper. There is a huge
range of commercially available printers today (estimated to be 1500 different
types). These printers can be classified into categories based on the following:

• Printing technology
• Printing speed
• Printing quality

(i) Printing Technology: Printers can be classified as impact or non-
impact printers, based on the technology they use for producing output.
Impact printers work on the mechanism similar to a manual typewriter where
the printer head strikes on the paper and leaves the impression through an
inked ribbon. Dot matrix printers and character printers fall under this
category. Non-impact printers use chemicals, inks, toners, heat or electric
signals to print on the paper and they do not physically touch the paper while
printing.

(ii) Printing Speed: The number of characters printed in a unit of time
reflects the printing speed. Based on speed, these may be classified as
character printer (prints one character at a time), line printers (prints one
line at a time), and page printers (print the entire page at a time). Printer
speed is measured in terms of characters-per-second or cps for a character
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printer, lines-per-minute or lpm for a line printer, and pages-per-minute or
ppm for a page printer.

(iii) Printing Quality: The quality determined by the resolution of
printing and is characterized by the number of dots that can be printed per
linear inch, horizontally or vertically. It is measured in terms of dots-per-inch
or dpi. Printers can be classified as near-letter-quality or NLQ, letter-quality
or LQ, near-typeset-quality or NTQ and typeset-quality or TQ, based on their
printing quality. NLQ printers have resolutions of about 300 dpi, LQ of about
600 dpi, NTQ of about 1200 dpi and TQ of about 2000 dpi. NLQ and LQ
printers are used for ordinary printing in day-to-day activities, while NTQ and
TQ printers are used to produce top-quality printing, typically required in
the publishing industry.
The different types of printers are as follows:
(i)  Dot Matrix
Dot matrix printers are the most widely used impact printers in personal
computing.
These printers use a print head consisting of a series of small metal pins that
strike on a paper through an inked ribbon, leaving an impression on the
paper through the ink transferred. Characters thus produced are in a matrix
format. The shape of each character, i.e., the dot pattern, is obtained from
information held electronically. Figure 2.25 displays characters formed using
dots and dot matrix printer.

Fig. 2.25(a)  Characters Formed using Dots   Fig. 2.25(b)  Dot Matrix Printer
The speed, versatility and ruggedness, combined with low cost, tend to

make such printers particularly attractive in the personal computer market.
Typical printing speeds in case of dot matrix printers range between 40–1000
characters per second (cps). In spite of all these features in dot matrix printer
technology, the low print quality gives it a major disadvantage.
(ii)  Inkjet
Inkjet printers are based on the use of a series of nozzles for propelling
droplets of printing ink directly on almost any size of paper. They, therefore,
fall under the category of non-impact printers. The print head of an inkjet
printer consists of a number of tiny nozzles that can be selectively heated
up in a few microseconds by an IC register. When this happens, the ink near
it vaporizes and is ejected through the nozzle to make a dot on the paper
placed in front of the print head. The character is printed by selectively heating
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the appropriate set of nozzles as the print head moves horizontally. Figure
2.26 displays an inkjet printer.

Fig. 2.26  An Inkjet Printer
(iii)  Laser
Laser printers work on the same printing technology as photocopiers, using
static electricity and heat to print with a high quality powder substance known
as toner. Figure 2.27 displays a laser printer.

Fig. 2.27  A Laser Printer
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Laser printers are capable of converting computer output into print, page by
page. Since characters are formed by very tiny ink particles, they can produce
very high quality images (text and graphics). They generally offer a wide
variety of character fonts, and are silent and fast in use. Laser printers are
faster in printing speed than other printers discussed above. Laser printers
can print from 10 pages to 100 pages per minute, depending upon the make/
model. Laser is high quality, high speed, high volume and non-impact
technology that works on almost any kind of paper. Even though this
technology is more expensive than inkjet printers, it is preferred because of
its unmatched features, such as high quality, high-speed printing and
noiseless and easy-to-use operations.
4. Plotters
Plotters are used to make line illustrations on paper. They are capable of
producing charts, drawings, graphics, maps and so on. A plotter is much like
a printer but is designed to print graphs instead of alphanumeric characters.
Based on the technology used, there are mainly two type of plotters: pen
plotters and electrostatic plotters. Pen plotters, also known as flatbed plotters,
draw images with multi-coloured pens attached to a mechanical arm.
Electrostatic plotters, also known as drum plotters, work on the same
technology as laser printers.
Flatbed plotters and drums are the most commonly used plotters.
(i) Flatbed  Plotters
Flatbed plotters have a flat base like a drawing board on which the paper is
laid [as shown in Figure 2.28(a)]. One or more arms, each of them carrying
an ink pen, moves across the paper to draw. The arm movement is controlled
by a microprocessor (chip). The arm can move in two directions, one parallel
to the plotter and the other perpendicular to it (called the x and y directions).
With this kind of movement, it can move very precisely to any point on the
paper placed below.
The computer sends the commands to the plotter which are translated into
x and y movements. The arm moves in very small steps to produce continuous
and smooth graphics. The size of the plot in a flatbed plotter is limited only
by the size of the plotter’s bed. The advantage of flatbed plotters is that the
user can easily control the graphics. He can manually pick up the arm
anytime during the production of graphics and place it on any position on
the paper to alter the position of graphics to his choice.

However, flatbed plotters occupy a large amount of space.
(ii)  Drum  Plotters
Drum plotters move the paper with the help of a drum revolver during
printing [as shown in Figure 2.28(b)]. The arm carrying a pen moves only in
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Functioning of a Computer
one direction, perpendicular to the direction of the motion of the paper. It
means that while printing, the plotter pens print on one axis of the paper
and the cylindrical drum moves the paper on the other axis. With this printing
technology, the plotter has an advantage to print on unlimited length of paper
but on a limited width. Drum plotters are compact and lightweight compared
to flatbed plotters. This is one of the advantages of such plotters.

The disadvantage of drum plotters, however, is that the user cannot freely
control the graphics when they are being created. Plotters are more expensive
when compared to printers. Typical application areas for plotters include
Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) applications, such as Computer-Aided
Design (CAD) and Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM), architectural
drawing and map drawing.

Fig. 2.28(a)  Top View of a Flatbed Plotter         Fig. 2.28(b)  A Drum Plotter
CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

5.Discuss different types of printers?
6.How does a laser printer work?

2.6 Number System
There are four systems of arithmetic, which are often used in digital
systems. These systems are:

1. Decimal
2. Binary
3. Hexadecimal
4. Octal
(Refer 2.9 for details)

2.7 Data Representation Using Codes
Code is a symbolic representation of discrete information, which may be
presented in the form of numbers, letters or physical quantities. The symbols
used are the binary digits 0 and 1, which are arranged according to the rules
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of codes. These codes are used to communicate information to a digital
computer and to retrieve messages from it. A code is used to enable an
operator to feed data into a computer directly, in the form of decimal numbers,
alphabets and special characters. The computer converts these data into
binary codes and after computation, transforms the data into its original
format, such as decimal numbers, alphabets and special characters.

When numbers, letters, or words are represented by a special group of
symbols, this is called encoding and the group of symbols is called a code.
In Morse code, a series of dots and dashes represent alphabet, numerals and
special characters.
Alphanumeric Codes
Binary data is not the only data handled by the computer. We also need to
process alphanumeric data like alphabets (upper and lower case), digits (0
to 9) (refer Table 2.4) and special characters like +, –, *, /, ( , ), space or blank,
etc. These also must be internally represented as bits.

Table 2.4  Data Representation in Bits
Decimal Number Binary Equivalent

0 0000
1 0001
2 0010
3 0011
4 0100
5 0101
6 0110
7 0111
8 1000
9 1001

BCD
Binary coded decimal (BCD) is a system of writing numerals that assigns a
four-digit binary code to each digit 0 through 9 in a decimal (base-10)
numeral. The four-bit BCD code for any particular single base-10 digit is its
representation in binary notation, as follows:

0 = 0000
1 = 0001
2 = 0010
3 = 0011
4 = 0100
5 = 0101
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6 = 0110
7 = 0111
8 = 1000
9 = 1001

Numbers larger than 9, having two or more digits in the decimal system, are
expressed digit by digit. For example, the BCD rendition of the base-10
number 1895 is
0001 1000 1001 0101
The binary equivalents of 1, 8, 9, and 5, always in a four-digit format, go from
left to right.
The BCD representation of a number is not the same, in general, as its simple
binary representation. In binary form, for example, the decimal quantity 1895
appears as
11101100111
Other bit patterns are sometimes used in BCD format to represent special
characters relevant to a particular system, such as sign (positive or negative),
error condition, or overflow condition.
The BCD system offers relative ease of conversion between machine-readable
and human-readable numerals. As compared to the simple binary system,
however, BCD increases the circuit complexity. The BCD system is not as
widely used today as it was a few decades ago, although some systems still
employ BCD in financial applications.
EBCDIC
A major drawback of the BCD code is that only sixty four distinct characters
can be represented by it. Since this proved insufficient for representing many
special characters (28 plus), uppercase letters (26), lowercase letters (26) and
decimal numbers (10), the BCD code was extended from a 6-bit to an 8-bit
code. The additional two bits function as zone bits, thus expanding the zone
bits to four. The code that results is known as the Extended Binary Coded
Decimal Interchange Code (EBCDIC). It was developed by IBM and is used
in many computers, particularly the majority of IBM models. It allows 28 or
256 characters to be represented. This takes care of the character
requirement along with a large quantity of non-printable and printable control
characters (movement of the cursor on the screen, vertical spacing on printer,
etc.).

Since EBCDIC is an 8-bit code, it is possible to divide it into two groups
of 4 bits each. One hexadecimal digit represents each group. Thus, computers
using the EBCDIC for internal representation of characters can use the
hexadecimal number system as a notation for memory dump.
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ASCII
A computer code that is very widely used for data interchange is called the
‘American Standard Code for Information Interchange’ or ASCII. Several
computer manufacturers have adopted it as their computers’ internal code.
This code uses 7 digits to represent 128 characters. Now an advanced ASCII
is used with 8-bit character representation code allowing for 256 different
characters. This representation is being used in Micro Computers.

We will now study the encoding method. Table 2.5 presents the bit
combinations that are required for each character.

Table 2.5 Bit Combinations for Each Character

Thus, the text string ‘Hello.’ is coded in ASCII using hexadecimal digits
as follows:

H e l l o .
48 65 6C 6C 6F 2E
The byte sequence 48 65 6C 6C 6F 2E represents the string.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
7. What are Alphanumeric codes?
8. How is BCD or 8421 code produced?
9. Why is grey code not suitable for arithmetic operations?

2.8 Decimal Number System
The number system which utilizes ten distinct digits, i.e., 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8 and 9 is known as the decimal number system. It represents numbers in
terms of groups of ten, as shown in Figure 2.29.

We would be forced to stop at 9 or to invent more symbols if it were not
for the use of positional notation. It is necessary to learn only ten basic
numbers and the positional notational system in order to count any desired
figure.
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Fig. 2.29  Decimal Position Values as Powers of 10
Decimal number system has a base or radix of 10. Each of the ten

decimal digits 0 through 9 has a place value or weight depending on its
position. The weights are units, tens, hundreds, and so on. The same can
be written as the power of its base as [100, 101, 102, 103...], etc. Thus, the
number 1993 represents quantity equal to 1000 + 900 + 90 + 3. Actually,
this should be written as {1 × 103 + 9 × 102 + 9 × 101 + 3 × 100}. Hence, 1993
is the sum of all digits multiplied by their weights. Each position has a value
ten times greater than the position to its right.
2.9 Binary Number System

A number system that uses only two digits, 0 and 1, is called the binary
number system. The binary number system is also called a base two system.
The two symbols, 0 and 1, are known as bits (binary digits).

The binary system groups numbers by twos and by powers of two, shown
in Figure 2.30. The word binary comes from a Latin word meaning two at a
time.

Fig. 2.30  Binary Position Values as a Power of 2
The weight or place value of each position can be expressed in terms of

2, and as 20, 21, 22, etc. The least significant digit has a weight of 20 (= 1).
The second position to the left of the least significant digit is multiplied by
21 (= 2). The third position has weight equal to 22 (= 4). Thus, the weights
are in the ascending powers of 2 or 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, etc.

The numeral 10two (one, zero, base two) stands for two, the base of the
system.
In binary counting, single digits are used for none and one. Two-digit
numbers are used for 10two and 11two [2 and 3 in decimal numerals]. For
the next counting number, 100two (4 in decimal numerals) three digits
are necessary. After 111two (7 in decimal numerals) four digit numerals
are used until 1111two (15 in decimal numerals) is reached, and so on.
In a binary numeral, every position has a value two times the value of
the position to its right.
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A binary number with 4 bits is called a nibble and a binary number with
eight bits is known as a byte.
Why is a Binary Number System Used?
Binary number system is used in digital computers because all electrical and
electronic circuits can be made to respond to the two states concept. For
instance, a switch can be either opened or closed, only two possible states
exist. A transistor can be made to operate either in cut-off or saturation; a
magnetic tape can be either magnetized or non-magnetized; a signal can be
either HIGH or LOW; a punched tape can have a hole or no hole. In all these
cases, each device is operated in any one of the two possible states and the
intermediate condition does not exist. Thus, 0 can represent one of the states
and 1 can represent the other. Hence, binary numbers are convenient to use
in analysing or designing digital circuits.
Binary  Fractions
A binary fraction can be represented by a series of 1s and 0s to the right of
a binary point. The weights of digit positions to the right of the binary point
are given by 2–1, 2–2, 2–3, and so on.
Mixed Numbers
Mixed numbers contain both integer and fractional parts. The weights of
mixed numbers are

23 22     21 . 2–1    2–2   2–3, etc.
‘!

Binary point
2.10  Decimal to Binary Conversion

There are several methods for converting a decimal number into a binary
number. The first method is simply to subtract values of powers of 2, which
can be subtracted from the decimal number until nothing remains. The value
of highest power of 2 is subtracted first, then the second highest, and so on.

This is a laborious method for converting numbers. It is convenient for
small numbers and can be performed mentally, but is less used for larger
numbers.
2.10.1 Double-Dabble Method
A popular method known as double-dabble method, also known as divide-
by-two method, is used to convert a large decimal number into its binary
equivalent. In this method, the decimal number is repeatedly divided by 2 and the
remainder after each division is used to indicate the coefficient of the binary number
to be formed. Note that the binary number derived is written from the bottom
up.
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2.10.2 Decimal Fraction to Binary
Conversion of decimal fraction to binary fractions may be accomplished by
using several techniques. Again, the most obvious method is to subtract the highest
value of negative power of 2, which may be subtracted from the decimal
fraction. Then, the next highest value of negative power of 2 is subtracted from the
remainder of the first subtraction, and this process is continued until there is no
remainder or till the desired precision is obtained.

A much simpler method of converting longer decimal fractions to binary consists
of repeatedly multiplying by 2 and recording any carriers in the integer
position.
2.10.3 Binary to Decimal Conversion

A binary number can be converted into a decimal number by multiplying the binary
1 or 0 by the weight corresponding to its position and adding all the values.

Table 2.6 lists the binary numbers from 0000 to 10000. Table 2.7 lists
the powers of 2 and their decimal equivalents and the number of K. The abbreviation
K stands for 210 = 1024. Therefore, 1K = 1024, 2K = 2048, 3K = 3072, 4K =
4096, and so on. Many personal computers have 64K memories, this means that
computers can store up to 65,536 bytes in the memory section.

Table 2.6 Binary Numbers Table 2.7  Powers of 2
Decimal Binary Powers  of  2 Equivalent Abbreviation

0 0 20 1
1 01 21 2
2 10 22 4
3 11 23 8
4 100 24 16
5 101 25 32
6 110 26 64
7 111 27 128
8 1000 28 256
9 1001 29 512

10 1010 210 1024 1K
11 1011 211 2048 2K
12 1100 212 4096 4K
13 1101 213 8192 8K
14 1110 214 16384 16K
15 1111 215 32768 32K
16 10000 216 65536 64K
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The number system that we use in our day-to-day life is the decimal number
system. Decimal number system has base 10 as it uses 10 digits from 0 to
9. In decimal number system, the successive positions to the left of the
decimal point represent units, tens, hundreds, thousands and so on.
Each position represents a specific power of the base (10). For example, the
decimal number 1234 consists of the digit 4 in the units position, 3 in the
tens position, 2 in the hundreds position, and 1 in the thousands position,
and its value can be written as
(1×1000)+ (2×100)+ (3×10)+ (4×l)
(1×103)+ (2×102)+ (3×101)+ (4×l00)
1000 + 200 + 30 + 4
1234
As a computer programmer or an IT professional, you should understand
the following number systems which are frequently used in computers.
S.N. Number System and Description
1 Binary Number System

Base 2. Digits used : 0, 1
2 Octal Number System

Base 8. Digits used : 0 to 7
3 Hexa Decimal Number System

Base 16. Digits used : 0 to 9, Letters used : A- F
Binary Number System
Characteristics of binary number system are as follows:

 Uses two digits, 0 and 1.
 Also called base 2 number system
 Each position in a binary number represents a 0 power of the base

(2). Example 20

 Last position in a binary number represents a x power of the base (2).
Example 2x where x represents the last position - 1.

Example
Binary Number : 101012
Calculating Decimal Equivalent:
Step Binary Number Decimal Number
Step 1 101012 ((1 × 24) + (0 × 23) + (1 × 22) + (0 × 21) + (1 × 20))10
Step 2 101012 (16 + 0 + 4 + 0 + 1)10
Step 3 101012 2110Note : 101012 is normally written as 10101.
Octal Number System
Characteristics of octal number system are as follows:
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 Uses eight digits, 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7.
 Also called base 8 number system
 Each position in an octal number represents a 0 power of the base (8).

Example 80

 Last position in an octal number represents a x power of the base (8).
Example 8x where x represents the last position - 1.

Example
Octal Number : 125708
Calculating Decimal Equivalent:
Step Octal Number Decimal Number
Step 1 125708 ((1 × 84) + (2 × 83) + (5 × 82) + (7 × 81) + (0 × 80))10
Step 2 125708 (4096 + 1024 + 320 + 56 + 0)10
Step 3 125708 549610
Note : 125708 is normally written as 12570.
Hexadecimal Number System
Characteristics of hexadecimal number system are as follows:

 Uses 10 digits and 6 letters, 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F.
 Letters represents numbers starting from 10. A = 10. B = 11, C = 12,

D = 13, E = 14, F = 15.
 Also called base 16 number system
 Each position in a hexadecimal number represents a 0 power of the

base (16). Example 160

 Last position in a hexadecimal number represents a x power of the
base (16). Example 16x where x represents the last position - 1.

Example
Hexadecimal Number : 19FDE16
Calculating Decimal Equivalent:
Step Binary Number Decimal Number
Step 1 19FDE16 ((1 × 164) + (9 × 163) + (F × 162) + (D × 161) + (E × 160))10
Step 2 19FDE16 ((1 × 164) + (9 × 163) + (15 × 162) + (13 × 161) + (14 × 160))10
Step 3 19FDE16 (65536+ 36864 + 3840 + 208 + 14)10
Step 4 19FDE16 10646210
Note : 19FDE16 is normally written as 19FDE.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
13.What is the base or radix of the decimal number system?
14.Why is binary number system used?
15.Why is the double-dabble method used?
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2.11 Concept of Instruction
An instruction is a single operation of a processor defined by the processor
instruction set. The size or length of an instruction varies widely, from as little
as 4-bits in some microcontrollers to many as multiples of bytes in some Very
Long Instruction Word (VLIW) systems. Most modern processors used in
personal computers, mainframes, and supercomputers have instruction sizes
between 16 and 64 bits. In some architectures, especially reduced instruction
set computers, instructions are of fixed length, typically corresponding with
that architecture’s word size.On traditional architectures, an instruction
includes an opcode specifying the operation to be performed, such as ‘add
contents of memory to register’, and zero or more operand specifiers, which
may specify registers, memory locations, or literal data. The operand
specifiers may have addressing modes determining their meaning or may be
in fixed fields.In VLIW architectures, which include many microcode
architectures, multiple simultaneous operations and operands are specified
in a single instruction.
2.11.1 Examples of Instructions in Assembly Language
The following are some examples of assembly-level language instructions.
Transfer Instructions: They are used to move the contents of the operators.
Each instruction can be used with different modes of addressing.
Purpose: Data transfer between memory cells, registers and the
accumulator.
Syntax:MOV Destiny, Source

Where Destiny is the place where the data will be moved and Source is
the place where the data is.

Example:
MOV AX,0006h
MOV BX,AX
MOV AX,4C00h
INT 21H
This small program moves the value of 0006H to the AX register, then

it moves the content of AX (0006h) to the BX register, and lastly it moves
the 4C00h value to the AX register to end the execution with the 4C option
of the 21h interruption.
Loading Instructions
They are specific register instructions. They are used to load bytes or chains
of bytes onto a register.
Purpose: To load chains of a byte or a word into the accumulator.
Syntax:LODS
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This instruction takes the chain found on the address specified by SI,
loads it to the AL (or AX) register and adds or subtracts , depending on the
state of DF, to SI if it is a bytes transfer or if it is a words transfer.
Stack Instructions
These instructions allow the use of the stack to store or retrieve data.

• POP: This instruction transfers the last value stored on the stack to the
destiny operator, it then increases by 2 the SP register. This increase
is due to the fact that the stack grows from the highest memory segment
address to the lowest, and the stack only works with words, 2 bytes, so
then by increasing by two the SP register, in reality two are being
subtracted from the real size of the stack.
Purpose: It recovers a piece of information from the stack
Syntax:POP destiny

• POPF: This command transfers bits of the word stored on the higher
part of the stack to the flag register.
Purpose: It extracts the flags stored on the stack
Syntax:POPF

• PUSH:The PUSH instruction decreases by two the value of SP and then
transfers the content of the source operator to the new resulting address
on the recently modified register. The decrease on the address is due
to the fact that when adding values to the stack, this one grows from
the greater to the smaller segment address, therefore by subtracting 2
from the SP register what we do is to increase the size of the stack by
two bytes, which is the only quantity of information the stack can handle
on each input and output of information.
Purpose: It places a word on the stack.
Syntax:PUSH source

• PUSHF: This command decreases by 2 the value of the SP register and
then the content of the flag register is transferred to the stack, on the
address indicated by SP.
Purpose: It places the value of the flags on the stack.
Syntax:PUSHF

Arithmetic  Instructions
They are used to perform arithmetic operations on the operators.
• ADC:It carries out the addition of two operators and adds one to the result

in case the CF flag is activated, this is in case there is carried. The result
is stored on the destiny operator.
Purpose: Cartage addition.
Syntax:ADC destiny, source
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• ADD:It adds the two operators and stores the result on the destiny operator.
Purpose: Addition of the operators.
Syntax:ADD destiny, source

• DIV:The divider can be a byte or a word and it is the operator which is given
the instruction. If the divider is 8 bits, the 16 bits AX register is taken as
dividend and if the divider is 16 bits the even DX: AX register will be taken
as dividend, taking the DX high word and AX as the low. If the divider was
a byte then the quotient will be stored on the AL register and the residue
on AH, if it was a word then the quotient is stored on AX and the residue
on DX.
Purpose: Division without sign.
Syntax:DIV source

• IDIV: It basically consists on the same as the DIV instruction, and the only
difference is that this one performs the operation with sign. For its results
it used the same registers as the DIV instruction.
Purpose: Division with sign.
Syntax:IDIV source

• MUL:The assembler assumes that the multiplicand will be of the same size
as the multiplier, therefore it multiplies the value stored on the register
given as operator by the one found to be contained in AH if the multiplier
is 8 bits or by AX if the multiplier is 16 bits. When a multiplication is done
with 8 bit values, the result is stored on the AX register and when the
multiplication is with 16 bit values the result is stored on the even DX: AX
register.
Purpose: Multiplication with sign.
Syntax:MUL source

• IMUL:This command does the same as the one before, only that this one
does take into account the signs of the numbers being multiplied. The
results are kept in the same registers that the MOV instruction uses.
Purpose: Multiplication of two whole numbers with sign.
Syntax:IMUL source

Syntax:SBB destiny, source
• SUB:It subtracts the source operator from the destiny.

Purpose: Subtraction.
Syntax:SUB destiny, source

2.12 Summary
• The Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) is responsible for calculations, to

which this data from the memory is stored.
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• The memory is responsible for storing data, according to which different
functions are carried out. This memory is also known as the main
memory or the Immediate Access Store (IAS).

• The control unit is responsible for controlling various computer
operations, which involves accepting instructions, interpreting and
processing of this information in the correct parts of the computer.

• The main PCB (Printed Circuit Board) is sometimes alternatively known
as a logical board or a main board of a Personal Computer.

• The primary function of the computer is executing programs. The
programs or the set of instructions are stored in the computer’s main
memory and are executed by the CPU.

• Storage and retrieval of instructions and data in a computer system is
the responsibility of the memory. In order to store data and instructions,the CPU constitutes many registers, though these are capable of storingvery few bytes.

• The most significant part of the computer is the central processing unit
or the CPU. The CPU is mostly a microprocessor-based chip located on
a single or sometimes a multiple printed circuit boards and is an internal
component of the system.

• The keyboard facilitates input of data only in text form. While working
with display-based packages, we usually point to a display area and
select an option from the screen (fundamentals of GUI applications).

• A mouse is a small input device used to move the cursor on a computer
screen to give instructions to the computer and to run programs and
applications. It can be used to select menu commands, move icons, size
windows, start programs, close windows, etc.

• A touch screen is probably one of the simplest and most intuitive of all
input devices. It uses optical sensors in or near the computer screen
that can detect the touch of a finger on the screen.

• A light pen is a small input device used to select and display objects
on a screen. It functions with a light sensor and has a lens on the tip
of a pen-shaped device.

• The light receptor is activated by pointing the light pen towards the
display screen and it then locates the position of the pen with the help
of a scanning beam application to directly draw on screen.

• The four number systems used in digital systems are decimal, binary,
octal and hexadecimal.

• The decimal number system contains the numbers 0 to 9, whereas the
binary system contains two numbers, 0 and 1.

• The base or radix of a number system is defined as the number of
different digits which can occur in each position in the number system.
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• Binary number system is used in digital systems. The octal and
hexadecimal number systems are also used in digital systems and
computers have efficient ways of representing binary quantities.

• 1’s complement of a binary number is derived by changing 1s to 0s and
0s to 1s.

• The hexadecimal number system uses sixteen symbols 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, A, B, C, D, E and F.

• BCD code for a decimal number is formed by converting each digit of
the decimal into its four-bit binary equivalent.

• The main feature of the Gray code is the single bit change going from
one number in the sequence to the next.

• An error in a digital system is the corruption of data from its correct
value to some other value.

• A system that uses an error-detecting code will generate, transmit and
store only code words.

• The concept of distance is used to detect errors.
2.13 Key Terms

• Mouse: A small input device used to move the cursor on a computer
screen to give instructions to the computer and to run programs and
applications.

• Touch pads: The input devices that are touch sensitive and take user
input to manage onscreen pointer and other functions.

• Light pen: A small input device used to select and display objects on a
screen.

• Trackball: A pointing device that is like an inverted mouse.
• Scanning devices: Input devices used for direct data entry from the

source document into the computer system.
• Web camera: A video capturing device attached to the computer system,

mostly using a USB port used for video conferencing, video Security, as
a control input device.

• Decimal number system: The number system that utilizes ten distinct
digits, i.e., 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. It is a base 10 system

• Binary number system: A number system that uses only two digits, 0
and 1 known as bits or binary digits. It has a base 2 system

• Nibble: A binary number with 4 bits
• Octal number system: A number system that uses eight digits, 0, 1, 2,

3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. It has base 8
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• 2421 code:  This is a weighted code and its weights are 2, 4, 2 and 1
• Alphanumeric codes: Codes that represent alphabetic characters

(letters), punctuation marks and other special characters
• EBDIC code: An eight-bit code in which the decimal digits are

represented by the 8421 BCD code preceded by 1111
• Even-parity code: A code in which the total number of 1s in a valid

(n + 1) bit code word is even
Counting in hexadecimal: Each digit is incremented from 0 to F in

hexadecimal counting
2.14 Questions for Exercise
Short-Answer Questions

1. Discuss classification of memory?
2. What are touch pads?
3. What are the basic criteria for classifying printers?
4. What are the different types of number systems?
5. What are mixed numbers?
6. What is the advantage of using binary number system?
7. What is EBCDIC code?

Long-Answer Questions
1. Why is memory required in the computer? Explain in brief.
2. Briefly describe the functioning of a laser printer with help of

examples.
3. How do you perform addition and subtraction using 1’s and 2’s

complement? Illustrate with examples.
2.15 Further Readings
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